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Sterling Submachine Gun (Canada)

Tokarev Pistol (U.S.S.R.)
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Ages: 5 & Up

Pack:12

Weight: 1.6 lbs.

Cube: .9'

Subject: Nomad'" (legal name

unknown)

Distinguishing Physical Char

acteristics: 5' 11"; 185 lbs.; Mus

tache; wears desert burnoose

(head gear), gold front tooth

Military Specialty: NOMAD is an

expert in sabotage tactics; his

knowledge of demolitions and of

the ways of the desert is great; no

train is safe when it passes through

NOMAD's territory

Weapons: Presumed expert in use

of the following weapons:

NOMAD supplies his desert war

riors with guns that are stolen from

ammunition supply trucks that pass

by the outskirts of the desert.

NOMAD was born in a makeshift

desert tent during a terrible sand-

storm-an omen that he would

never have a land to call his own.

And so it is that NOMAD roams the

desert as an outcast. No country

will accept this heartless terrorist

NOMAD's only family is a

S A.V.A.G.E. band of cutthroats and

thieves. Their knowledge of the

desert ways enables them to carry

out GENERAL WARHAWK's terror

ist assaults on innocent villages.

Because he is such a sneak, it is

not surprising that NOMAD's spe

cialty is sabotage and demolitions.

NOMAD has never fought a fair

fight, and he doesn't intend to start

now! Believing that his desert skills

will destroy RAMBO, he has vowed

that his next meeting with RAMBO

will be their last!

From the Files of The FORCE OF
FREEDOM: (Authorized Per

sonnel Only!)

Battle-Action, Fast-Draw

Machine Gun!

The Sterling Submachine gun, used

by NOMAD, is equipped with a tel

escopic sight. This device enables

NOMAD to see over the wide

expanses of the desert. (Pressing

the switch operates the fast-draw

submachine gun!)

Actual Size: W articulated

figure.

Military Record: Since organizing

wandering desert tribesmen,

NOMAD has been aS. A V.A.G.E.

desert chieftain; he calls no country

his home

Thro Knives (Japan)

IV

Accessories: Battle-action chest

pack with fast-draw Sterling Sub

machine Gun and telescope,

Tokarev Russian Pistol, 2 thro

knives, ankle sheath, holster belt,

plus official I.D. card
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